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LitCharts assigns colors and icons to each theme in Aeneid, which can be used to track themes throughout their work. THE GODS AND THE DIVINE INTERVENTION VIGIL DURING THE REIGN OF EMPEROR AUGUSTUS . C C1b.C a Latin poet who flourished in Rome. His work includes Eneid, a 12-book epic depicting the founding of Latium by troy hero
Eneas, and two pastoral poems (Eclog and Georgek). Virgil. Encyclopedia, Georgek, Eneid. Translated by Fairclow, H R. Loeb Classic Library Volumes 63 and 64. Harvard University Press, Cambridge, Massachusetts. 1916. A revised version of this translation Amazon.com available in the new version (click on the image immediately for more information).
In addition to Virgil's translation of three poems, the book also includes text revisions by G. P. Goold, Latin text, footnotes by Fairclough and an appropriate name index. These appear in a list of books, as well as a few other recent translations and academic commentary (left below). Note: I've quoted from This Loeb Volume and not Anade's Day Louise
translation, Theoi.com the biography page. BOOK 1 Storm, Aneas &amp; Dido Part I BOOK 2 Eneas Story: Troy Book 3 Eneas Story: Voyage Book 4 Eneas &amp; Dido Part II BOOK 5 Anates Book 6 Under world book for Kumaan Sibi travel 7 - 12 AENEID BOOK 1, translated H. Doom came to exiled Italy and rabain coast. Many persisted in the sea and
land, through the unforgiving wrath of the brutal Juno, and many in the war from above to the violence, until he had to build a city and bring his gods to Latium; Latin race, lord of Alba, when the high wall of Rome came. Frustrated by its meaning or anger, the Queen of Heaven did drive people, too remarkable of goodness, passing so much danger, facing so
much toe. The spirits of heaven cherish anger so dreadfully. [12] The ancient city, the Tyria settlers, and the homeland of Carthage were rich in wealth and stern in their pursuit of war against the mouths of Italy and Tiber. This,' said Tis, and Juno loved Samos itself less, loved than all the other lands. Here was her armor, here was her chariot. Here shall be
the capital of the country, if fate allows it, it was even the goal of the goddess and the precious hope. But in fact, she was told that the race was rising from the trojan's blood and that she was one day overthrowing the Tyria Tower. In it, the king of the great realm and proud at war, will come out for the fall of Libya: so rolling the wheel of fate. Saturn's daughter,
mindful of the old war she fought while she fought in Troy for her beloved Argos - yet, too, took the cause of her anger and faded from her mind: deep in her heart, anger at Paris's judgment and her petty beauty, her hatred for race and race Pay money to the seductive Garnimede – more inflamed here, she left by Greece and poor Achilles, throwing in wide
major Trojan remnants, keeping them away from Latium; And for many years they wandered, driven by the fate of Oer all over the sea. The effort to discover the Roman race was so vast. [34] Almost in the sight of the Sicilian land, they were spreading sails towards the sea, bravely whipping effervescent, when Juno nursed a harmless wound deep in her
heart. I resigned my purpose, panicked, and could not turn the Tukrian king in Italy! fate, no doubt, fors prohibited me! Because of the guilt of one man and the frenzy of Ajax, the son of Oileux, did Pallas have the power to carry the Akyu fleet and sink the crew deep? He threw his hands away from Zob's rapid flames, scattered the ship, stormed and comforted
the sea. But he, like his penetrating breast, sparked and was caught in a whirlwind and stabbed by a pointed rock. But I moved on to the queen of the gods, at once zorb's sisters and wives, and one of these many years of war. And will she still worship Juno's shinhead or humbly lay sacrifice on her altar? [50] Thus, depressed by her inner heart, the goddess
came to Aolia, the motherland of storm clouds, to visit areas filled with violent explosions. Here in his vast cave, their king, Aolus, suppresses the wind and roaring gales struggling with prison bonds under his agitation. They blur around the barriers, listening to the giant groans of the mountains. Aolus sits in his high citadel, and the hall in his hand tames their
passion and soothes their anger. He didn't do that, they certainly swept them through space, flying wild and burdened with them in the vaults of the sea and earth and sky. But fearing this, his father hid in a gloomy cave, and he built a high mountain above them and gave him a king who, under appointed covenants, had to rein in and release the reins
according to his appointed covenants. [65] As [Aolus] God and the King's father shelled and lifted the waves with the wind, those who disliked me sailed through the Waters of Tyrene and entered the conquered gods of Ilium, Italy, and Gjuno said in an easy speech: Throw fury at your wind, sink and overwhelm your belly, or drive a man and scatter his body in
the deep. Seven nymphs have amazing beauty, of which Deiopea, in the fairest form, I can connect to you married, make her yours forever, and for such service she can spend all her years with you and make the father of your fair offspring. [76] Thus Aolus replied: Your mission, O Queen, is to retrieve your desires; My duty is to make a bid. To your grace I
owe all these my realms, and my hall and Jove's favor to your grace; Give the feast of the gods a sofa and be the master of clouds and storms. [81] So he turned the window, saying, that staining the empty mount on the When lo! As if in an armed arrangement, the wind rushes to the place where the passage is given and blows in storm blasts across the
world. They struck the sea, and upheavaled everything at the lowest depths - east and south winds together, and the southwest, storms and thick-coast rolls vast billow. Then the man's cries and the creaking of the cable come forward. For a moment the clouds hit the sky and me from the eyes of the Trojans; black nights flocked upon the deep. From pole to
pole to thunder, the sky brightens with frequent flashes, and all sailors foreshadow immediate death. The limbs of the straight Aeneas weaken with cold fear. He groaned and stretched his hands out into the sky and shouted aloud: Oh three and four hums, and under the high walls of his many Troys, he met death before his father's eyes! O'Tideus's son,
Danaan racing brave, ah! I couldn't fall on the Ilian plains and gasping for this lifeblood in your hands- where, under the window of Eisendes, fierce Hector lies prostrate, a powerful Sapedon; Where Simois catches and sweeps beneath the waves, there are so many brave shields, helmets, and bodies! [102] Throwing such words, a shrieking gust from the
north fills the sails and lifts the waves into the sky. No snap, then stu swings round and gives a wide side to the waves; Down in the pile is a sheer mountain of water. Some sailors hang from Billow's crest. For others, the yawning sea shows the ground beneath the waves. Surges look into the sand. Three vessels capture the south wind and throw it towards
the hidden rocks - the rocks that Italians call the altar, the huge ridges rising from the waves, and the huge ridges that cover the sea. The eastern army can see the pit-like sight, with shallow sandbars from the depths, and dash on shoes and guards with piles of sand. In front of Aines's eyes, the waves that gave birth to Lissian and the loyal Orontes are
collapsing. The helmman rushes to the front and throws his head, but the ship is round and round by the waves, engulfed by eddie swallowing the sea three times. Here and amid the waves you can see men, planks, trojans swimming in vast asses with weapons of treasure. Now the brave Ashathes' Stout ship of Ilionus, and Abbas sailed, and Nathan
Alesses's ship mastered the storm. In all cases where the lateral joints are loosened, everything releases a hostile flood and a crevice of all seams. Neptune, meanwhile, saw the sea in a violent turmoil, and the storm loosened and still saw water rising from its lowest depths. He was deeply troubled, he said, with a look composed on the surface of the water.
He saw the Fleet of Aneas scattered throughout the sea, the Trojan horses overwhelmed by waves and falling skies, and Juno's old world and fury did not escape his brother's eyes. East and West he calls in front of him, then says: [132] So can you control your self-esteem for your birth? You dare now, wind, my command, mingling the earth and sky, and
thus raising the confusion? Who am I –! But better it is to clam up a troubled wave: here with another penalty you pay me for your crimes. Speed up your flight and bear these words to the king; Not for him, but for me it was given to the monarch of the sea and the fearful Trident. He holds savage rocks, you and your house, the east breeze; In that hall let
Aolus rule it and rule within the fore-fore prison of the wind. [142] Therefore, he is quicker than his words of speaking, seashelling seed seas, flying through assembled clouds, and reviving the sun. Shimotoe and Triton pushed the ship from the sharp rocks; God levers them into trident, opens vast quicksands, ales floods, and glides over the water at the top
on light wheels. And when the great nation's commotion occurred, the base was angry, and now its brand and stone were flying, lending madness and lending weapons; Then, when they look at a man who admires noble personality and service, they stand with silent, attentive ears; He shakes their enthusiasm and soothes their chests: as soon as Sire is
driving under clear skies, looking out over the sea, as soon as all the roar of the sea subsides, he guides his steed and reins his willingness to fly forward. [157] The weary followers of Eneas rush towards the nearest shore and try to make their way to the Libyan coast. At the deep entrance, the island forms a harbour with side barriers, with all the waves
crashing in the main and then divided into retreating ripples. On either side are the huge cliffs and twin peaks of the sky, the stillness of the far-wide hideaway beneath its crest. Above, too, is the background of a shimmering forest with gloomy shades and black protruding forests. Beneath the eyebrows of the front cliff is a hanging rock cave. In it are
freshwater and seating in the living room, ghosts of nymphs. There's no fetus here that jails a tired ship, and no anchor is so new that it's holding fast. Here, seven ships were convened from all his fleets. Aneas seeks refuge. And, alighting with a sincere longing for the ground, the Trojans gain a welcome beach and stretch their brine-soaked limbs on the
shore. On one day, Ashates spamed in flint, caught fire in the leaves, laid dry fuel, and shook the flames in flint. Then, weary of their grounds, they pulled out Ceres's corn, spoiled by the waves, as Ceres's tools, prepared to crush the grain rescued from the fire under the wool and stones. [180] On the other hand, Eneas rises to the peak, looking deep into the
full and wide field of view. No ship in sight. He discourages three stray deer from the shore. The entire herd follows, grazing the valley in long, long lines. Then he stopped his hand, his bow and quick arrow, an arm borne by the faithful Achate; And first he lay low on the leader himself, their heads held high with antlers, then driving them with their darts amid
the leafy forest, routing the herd and all the usual sorts. Nor does he keep his hands up to seven huge forms stretching to victory on the ground, with equal numbers on his belly. Then he finds a port and divides them between all the companies. Next, he shared a wine dipped in a jar off the coast of Triathria by good aces and gave it to a hero-like parting.
And, to say so, clam their sad hearts: [198] Oh comrades – for we are not ignorant of misfortune - suffer worse for you, and this will also end for God. You draw near the rock with Silas's fury and her deep echoes; You also know the rocks of cy lopes; Remember your courage and banish sad fears. Perhaps even this pain will one day be a joy to remember.
Through so many dangers, through various fates, we head to Latium, where fate promises a home of peace. From there, it is allowed that the realm of Troy will rise again. You have to endure and live for a happy day. [208] His words hurt with deep pain, but he was holding back his anguish deep in his heart with hope on his face. Others prepare loot, feasts.
They peel the leather from the ribs and peel off the flesh. Some cut into pieces and spit, still shivering, spitting blood; Others set cauldrons on shore and fed them by fire. Then with food they resurrected their strength, and their filling of old wine and fatty venison stretched along the grass. When hunger is banished by the feast and the board is erased, they
yearn for their lost comrades, uncertain whether they will be judged to be still alive, between hope and fear, or no longer listen when they are called with the last ruin. Aneas, loyal to more silence than the rest, now does mourn the loss of the brave Orontes, now of the Armicus, the brutal fate of Lacus, the brave Gyas, the brave Cloanttus. [223] Now it was all
over, and the normality of the heavens was all over when the searing seas and lands were scoured, the coast and the peoples spread far and wide, and they looked to the sky and threw their eyes to the territory of Libya. And lo! In such caresses he pondered with heart, Venus, her bright eyes overflowing with sadness and tears, told him: You ruled the world
of men and gods with eternal agitation, and feared by your bolts, my eneas could be a great crime of what - to whom, after so many disasters have borne, is the whole world forbidden for Italy? It was certainly your promise that the Romans would rise as the years passed. From them, even in the restored lines of Teucer, must come with rulers who hold all the
land under the sea and their agitation. What do you think, father, oh, set you up? That promise, indeed, was my consolation for Troy's fall and sad overthrow; against the fate of the opposition. Now, though tried by too many disasters, the same property dogs them. End of their toe, great king, do you grant? Anteiner managed to escape the owner of Akean,
safely through the largest areas of the Ilyrian Bay and Rivernion, through the fountains of Timabus, and as he passed nine mouths with the huge roar of the mountain, it was a devastating flood that caused a devastating flood to fill the fields beneath the sea. Here, however, he established the town of Padua, home to the Tukrians, and hung Troy's arm in his
name on the race. Now, settling into serene peace, he was at rest. But we, your descendants, lost our ship, to whom you were given the height of heaven--O shame did not burst! – And, to appease one angry enemy, betray and stay away from the Italian coast. And is it therefore a godly glory? Is this how you restore us to empire? [254] Smiling at her with a
look that cleared the sky and the storm, the man and the father of the gods gently kissed his daughter's lips and said: Spare your fear, lady of Sythera; Your child's fate doesn't move. You can see the city of Rabinium and the promised wall. And aneas of great soul you will be high in the starry sky. But Ass turned me away. This is your son - because this
consideration gnaws your heart, I say, unravels the scrolls of more destiny, reveals its secrets - will wage a great war in Italy, will crush a proud nation, his people must set up a city wall with the law, rule from Latium until the third summer and three winters have passed in the camp since Rutulian lay low. But Iulus, now a boy named Ilus, will rule for 30 months
in the empire while ilus, whose name is named Ilus, will rule for 30 months in the empire, roam the throne in the seat of Rabinium, and build the wall of Alba Longa because of its great power. Then, thirty years later, the kingdom can endure under Hector's race, and the kingdom must endure until Ilya, the royal priest, gives birth to twin offspring on Mars. Then
Romolus, proud to the tan breath of her wolf, and his nurse, will take the line, discover the walls of Mars and call the Romans the people after their names. For this I did not set boundaries in space or time; But it gave the empire endlessly. Now, in fear, Juno, tormenting the sea, the earth, and the sky, turns to better counsel and, with me, cherishes the
Romans, the princes of the world, and the nation of the toe. Thus it is proclaimed. As the sacred season passes, your day will come when the house of the Asa tree bondages the bondage patia and the famous Mykena and dominate the conquered Argos. Troy Caesar, who will expand his empire from this noble line to the sea, his glory to the stars, Julius
[Augustus], the name descended from the great Ilas! He will be filled with Oriental warfare over the next few days, no longer concerned, welcome to heaven. He will also be summoned to the pledge. Then the war will stop and the barbaric era will soften. Faith and Vesta, his brother Remus and Quirian, provide the law. The gates of war, iron and closely cold,

should be closed; Sitting on his savage arm, his hands would quickly tie back in 100 brave knots, roaring with the gussy lips of his blood-covered lips. [297] So speaking, he sent the son of Maia from heaven, the land and towers of the new built Carthage may be opened to greet the Tukrian, and Dido, ignorant of fate, may not ban them from her land. Through
the wide air he was flying into an oasis of wings, and alight quickly on the Libyan coast. He carried out his bidding at once, God willing, the Phoenicians put aside their barbaric thoughts; Above all, the Queen has a tender heart and a gracious purpose for the Tukrians. [305] But the loyal Aeneas, spinning much attention through the night, decided to issue a
forward and explore the strange country, as given the friendly light; To learn the coast where he came with the wind, the man or beast that ere there - everything he sees is wasted - then bring back a little thing to his friends. His fleet hides in overly arched forests beneath empty rocks, surrounded by trees and quivering shade. Then, with Achateman in
attendance, he forwards with two shafts tilted by the glide in his hand. In the middle of the forest, the virgin's face, Myen, and one of the Spartans, with the arms of a virgin like Thrakia Hapalis, had the arms of a virgin who tire-cleared the horses and surpassed the winged east breeze. The hunter threw a bow at her shoulders in fashion and gave her head in
the scattering wind. With her knees bare, flowing gowns gathered in knots. Before he says, ho! She cried, ho! She cried, youth, if you've seen my sister stray here, gidt with trepidation and stripped lynx leather, or hit with a sound on the tracks of a bubble boar. [325] Thus Venus; Therefore, the son of Venus is one of my sisters that I have never heard or seen,
but under what name should I call you? Because your face is not mortal, and your voice is not a human ring; Oh goddess definitely! Phoebus's sister, or one of nymph's races? Show us grace and lighten this burden no matter who you are. Inform us, pray, and under heaven, on any shore of the world, we are cast. The country or nation we wander in is moved
to and from by the wind and the huge blowing without knowing anything. Many victims will fall for you in front of the altar. [335] Then Venus said: Yes, I do not claim such worship. The Tyrian maid wore tremors, not tying her high ankles with purple buskins. It is the funic area you see, the Thais, and the city of Eisnor. But the bordering country is Ribian, an
undying race in war. Dido wields a hall – Dido, who, running away from her brother, came from the city of Thai. Her husband was Sikaus, richest in Phoenician gold, and he was loved by the unfortunate Dido. To him her father gave it to the virgin, and yorked her from the first bridal patronage to him. But the Thai kingdom was in the hands of his brother
Pygmalion, and more than everything else, he was a monster of crime. There came a frenzy between the two. Blinded by austerity in front of the altar, the king breaks down Shaius in a covert blow without thinking about his sister's love. And for a long time he concealed the act, and many cunningly deceived the lovely bride with empty hope. But in her sleep
came the ghost of her unspoiled husband; With his pale face lifted by a phenomenal wise face, his brutal altar and chest pierced with steel, revealing all the secret horrors of the house. Then he took a quick flight to her and left her country, a long hidden underground to help her travel, a mass of gold and gold known to anyone. Impressed, Dido prepared the
plane and company. Then all those who feel a strong hatred or sharp fear toward the tyrant gather. By chance, ready ships seize and load with gold. The wealth wealth figuring out Pygmalion is borne abroad, the leader of the enterprise is the leader of the women. They come to a place today where you can see the huge walls and rising citadels of the new
Carthage, buy the land – as Much as they call it from him – as long as they can be encompassed by the leather of the bulls, they choose a law and magistrate, and the Senate in August. But who, pray, you, or whatever comes from the shore, or the whidder held you rough? When she questioned, he sighed and pulled every word deeply from his chest,
answering: I'm not going to do this. [372] O goddess, I must keep saying, traced from the first beginning, and you have leisure to hear the story of our woe, would quickly lay a day of evening rest close to heaven. I am a loyal Eneas who carry with me in my fleet, the gods of my home, kidnapped from the enemy; My reputation is known in the sky above. It's the
Italy I'm pursuing, it's my father's land, and racing has sprung up on jupiter's highest ground. Twice with ten times I embarked on the Frisian sea, following the declaration of destiny, my goddess-mother pointing the way to me; There are rarely seven people left shattered by waves and winds. In unknown need, I roam libyan waste driven out of Europe and
Asia. His another complaining Venus did not suffer, but broke like this in the midst of his mourning: [387] No matter who you are, not hate, I can draw the breath of life, to the power of heaven, since you reached the city of Tyria. Just go forward and go to the Queen's Palace. If your parents are not false, I will restore your comrades, and your fleet will be
restored, moving the wind to a safe haven, and bringing the vainness of coming. Teach. See the twelve swans with the delightful lines that Zob's bird was dissocing outdoors, exceling in the vastness of the sky. Now, in a long arrangement, they seem to settle in their own place or look down on places where others have already settled. As they return, they
sport with rustling wings, sing around the sky in company, and the men of the ship and company have already arrived at the port or enter the river throughout the entire voyage. Move forward and guide your steps only where the path leads you! [402] She spoke, and when she turned, her rosy neck flashed brightly. Her dark-haired tress from her head
breathed an celestial scent; Fell her raiment under her feet, and in her step she revealed the very goddess. He knew her for his mother, and when she ran, he tried to chase her with these words: Why, as cruel as everyone else, do you often mock your son with vain ghosts? Why can't I hold my hand in my hand and listen to and speak indiscreance? Thus he
blames her and bends his steps towards the city. But Venus wrapped them in the air that followed them, wrapped the goddesses in a thick mantle of clouds, and no one might see or touch them, and they did not find their coming cause. She makes her way through the sky to Paphos, joyfully retesting her abodes scented with 100 altars and forever fresh
wreaths, along with temples and sabaan incense. [418] They ran on the path that the passage was pointing at. And now they were climbing a hill that looms large over the city and overlooking the facing tower. Eneas admires the huge buildings and once was nothing more than a hut. Marvel at the doors, deans, paved high roads. The Tyrians left the citadel
behind and rolled stones with their hands to build walls, build walls, hold them, and some people press hard. Some choose a site for residential and are surrounded by a flange. Here some dig the harbour, others here lay the deep foundations of their theaters and rest from the cliffs vast pillars, fitting decorations for the stage. Like bees in early summer,
completing their missions in the sun, even in flowering fields, leading a full-grown childhood of racing, packing fluid honey and rupturing cells with sweet honey, receiving loads of immigrants, drones, martial arts array drives folding lazy herds; It's all fragrant work and the fragrant honey is sweet with thyme. Happy people are happy with the walls already rising!
Aneas howled, his eyes lifted towards the city roof. Shrouded in clouds, he comes into their midst as wonderful at speaking, and mingles with people no one can see! [441] Forests amid the city, lavish in the shade, the first Phoenician, thrown by waves and whirlwinds, digging up tokens pointed out by Queen Juno, the head of a lively horse; Thus it was a race
famous in war and rich in substance through the times. Here in Sydonia Juno established a huge temple rich in gifts and goddesses. Brazen was a critical uprising for the stage. The bronze plate had a jindu-hwan creaking hinged on the bronze door. First a strange sight appeared to him in this forest, dispeling his fears. Here first Aeneas dared not hope for
safety and put a certain trust in his shattered property. Beneath the huge temple, while waiting for the Queen, he marvels at the fate of the city, the handicrafts of several artists and the work of toy, while he can see the battle of Ilyum, the war now known worldwide for fame, and the intense battles against two of Atreus's sons, Priam and Achilles. He stopped
and cried: What land is in the land that is not filled with our sorrows, Achate, on earth? See, There's Priam! Here, too, virtue finds justifiable rewards. Here, too, tears for misfortune and human sorrow penetrate the heart. Relieve your fears. This reputation will bring you salvation. [464] So he feasts his soul on substantive portraits, telling, sighing, flooding of
tears and wet his face. He saw here how Greece had been on the route, as they fought Pergamus round, Trojan youth their heels; From there, he fled from Frisian, pushing his Achilles tendon into the tank and pushing them close. Not far away, he discerned Rhesus's snowy canvas tent, betrayed from his first sleep, into tears, and Tideus's bloody son
dumped the trash with many deaths, returned the fiery awnings to the camp, and turned them into camps before tasting Trojan horse feed or Zantus's drink. Elsewhere trilus, his armor fell on the flight - an unfortunate boy, not matched in a collision with an Achilles - carried by his horse, fell backwards, and still fixed the reins; His neck and hair are dragged to
the ground, and the dust is scored by his reversing window. Meanwhile, a Trojan horse woman in the temple of unfriendly Pallas passed with streaming tress, mourned with a mending figure and gave birth to a gown, beating her breasts with her hands: a goddess with a dodgy face kept her eyes fast on the ground. Three times, Achilles dragged Hector to
Troy's wall and sold his lifeless body in gold. Then indeed from the bottom of his heart he through a deep groan, as looter, into a chariot, as the very body of his friend meets his gaze, Priam reachs out weaponless. He was also questured with the Akean chiefs, recognizing the eastern ranks and wearing Menon's armor. Pentessylea in anger sparks among her
thousands to lead the Amazon's crescent shield ranks; She is tied under her naked breasts and, as a warrior queen, dares to battle, a maid who clashes with a man. [494] While Dadan Eneas can see this amazing sight, surprisingly he is raped with a single fixed gaze, Queen Dido travels towards the temple and has beauty that surpasses beauty, with vast
company surround her. Just as she follows the bank of Eurotas or the heights of Kitus Diana, she guides her dance band, training thousands of Ored troops from side to side. She trembled on her shoulders, and when she stepped on all the embers; Ratona's quiet heart was Tito, so she moved joyfully through her joyful heart, pressuring her to work in the
rising kingdom. Then, under the central dome of the temple, surrounded by the gates of the goddess, arms and high gert, she took her place. the laws and ordinances she gave to the people; Their mission is to coordinate with equal sharing or assigned by lot; Suddenly, when he sees Aneas approaching, among the large crowds, Anteus and Sergetus and the
brave Klontus are with others from the Trojans, who have been driven away to other shores by a black storm scattered across the sea. I was startled. Achates was also thrilled with joy and fear. They burned because they wanted to hold hands, but uncertain events confuse their minds. They want to hide, dressed in surrounded clouds, see what their
comrades' property is, the waterfront leaving the fleet, and why they're coming. Those chosen from all the chosen ships longed for grace and shouted loudly for the temple. [520] When they entered, when the Queen was free to speak before she was allowed, her eldest son, Ilionus, began by doing so: Jupiter found a new city, put the suppression of justice on
an arrogant tribe, driven us, an unfortunate Trojan horse, storm-driven through all the seas, and gives you our prayers: our prayers: to prevent the horrors of our flames. Spare a reverent race and look cooler and more gracious in our destiny. We have not hammered with your Libyan home knife or driven stolen loot to shore. Such violence is not on our minds,
nor does it conquer such convictions. The ancient land of Hesperia is where the Greeks have arms and rich soil. There was a ghost there. Now the rumor is that the young racer has called it in his leader's name, Italy. Hider lays down our course . . . [Incomplete verses] when orion, stormy with sudden swelling, put us on a hidden reef, a fierce explosion
scattered us far away, and scattered us in pathless rocks and overwhelming waves; So far on your shores we were a few adrift. What race is this? What land is so barbaric to allow this custom? We prohibit the welcome of the beach. They cause war and prohibit us from stepping on the borders of their land. Think of the light on the relatives of man and the
arms of mortality, but look to the gods who will remember right and wrong. The king we have, Aeneas: no more just or faithful than him, or more famous for his wars and weapons. If fate still preserves that hero, if he feeds the air of heaven and is not yet in the shadow of cruelty, we will have no fear and will not regret taking the first step in the struggle of
decency. The Sicilian region also has a city and weapons supply, as well as the famous Trojan Blood Prince. You're willing to pursue a storm-covered fleet ashore, build a plank in the woods and trim your o'o, allowing you to find kings and comrades and steer the course to Italy, Italy and Latium. But if our salvation is cut off, the noble father of the Trojan
people, the prey of the Libyan People, and the desire of a country that no longer lives in Ilus, will be able to pursue at least the Sicilian Sea, and when we come back and there, and the houses there are ready, and we will find Acetes for our king. So I said Ilionus, and all the sons of Dardanus were loudly in favor.... [561] Dido lowers his eyes and says briefly:
Release the heart of fear, the Tukrians; Put away your worries. The need for sternness and the kingdom's new fortune force me to do such a hard job and protect my borders with my guards. Who could be ignorant of the town of Troy and the race of her brave actions and brave men, or the Anean people of the fires of that great war? Not too dull is our Pacific
mind, and so far in this Tyria city the sun does yoke his steed. Whether your choice is the great Hesperia and the fields of Saturn, or the land of Eriks and Aces for your king, I will therefore help you with your wealth by sending you protected by escorts. Or do you want to settle with me within this realm? The city I've made is yours. Draw your belly; Trojans and
Tyrian I all cure. And your king, driven by the same wind, will be here - Eneas himself! Yes, send a reliable scout along the coast and pass through the end of Libya, if he strays from a forest or village wrecked. [579] Mentally agitated by these words, the brave Achates and his father, Eneas, had long burned to break through the clouds. The first, Ashates, told
Aneas: Everything is safe and you can see that your comrades and fleet have been restored. One wants our own eyes to be caught in the waves. Everything else agrees with the mother's words. Eneas stood up in a god-like clear light on his face and shoulders. For the mother herself shed the beauty of her son's flowing locks, the rough flowers of youth and
the joyful luster on his eyes. The same is true if the beauty of the hand to ivory, or silver or Parisian marble, is set to yellow gold. Then he mentions the Queen, and, all unexpectedly, suddenly says: I, who you seek, before you, kidnap from the Aneas, Libyan waves of Troy. O you alone have avoided the turning unsaimity of Troy, you grant us - remnants left
by Greece, now sworn by all the faults of the land and sea, poverty of all – shared in your cities and homes, to pay you fitting thanks, dido, not in our power, or surviving anywhere in the Trojan race, scattered over the wider world. If the gods consider good power, if there is goodness everywhere, A ceremony of gods and rights brings you valuable rewards!
What happy times bored you! How glorious have parents given birth to such a noble child? While the river flows into the sea, while the shadows of the mountains move over the slopes, while the heavens feed the stars, whatever land your honor, name, and praise summons me, your honor, your name, and your praise must be kept! So that is to say, he
catches his beloved Ilionus with his right hand and with Cerestus on the left. Then others, the brave Zeiss and the brave Cloanthus. [613] Dosonia Dido was initially surprised by the sight of a hero, surprised by his strange misfortune, and thus her lips were destined to pursue you, where the goddess was born in such danger? What violence drives you to
barbaric shores? Are you bored by the wave of gracious Venus Frisian Symoys and bored to Dadanian Aneis? In fact, I remember well that Tesser came to Sidon when he found a new kingdom with the help of Velus. Then his father, Velus, was wasting wealthy Cyprus, standing under a triumphant sway. Trojan horses have been known to me since the fall of
the city; He often praised Tukrian with the highest praise and claimed that he popped out of the ancient stock of Tukrian. Therefore, teachers, and pass through our corridors. I was lucky to have a lot of high-water pains, and I was willing to finally rest on earth. Learn to help the pain without being ignorant of the sick. [631] Thus, she speaks, and at once brings
Ines to the royal house. Declare sacrifice in the temple of the gods at once. Meanwhile less careful, she is sending his comrades to shore twenty bulls, b romos and a hundred giant pigs, a hundred doomed sheep with their ewes, a pleasant gift from god [Bacchus wine]. . . . However, the palace is a place of prince splendor, preparing for banquets in the
hallways. A coverlet is embroidered well and has a royal purple. A huge silver plate on the table, and a kneading act of her sires in gold, the course of a long, long attack traced through many heroes from the early dawn of the race. [643] Eneas – because his father's love did not bother his resting heart – sends Ashates by boat to deliver the news to Ascanius
and lead him to the city. In Ascanius, all his lovely parental care is central. The gift, too, snatched from the rubble of the Ilyum, he took him, a figure made of gold and a mantle stiff, and a yellow acanthusphrine veil, once worn when she sailed for her illegal marriage with Pergamus - she was brought from Mykenae, the remarkable gift of her mother Reda - too,
the eldest daughter of Doe, the eldest daughter of Frion once hung a necklace and a necklace surrounded by jewels and two layers of gold. As he speeded toward the command, Ashates bent over to the boat. [657] But Cytherean has a new turn on her breast new way; How cupid, whose face and shape have changed, can come instead of the sweet
ascanius, and as his gift, he can carry the Queen to madness and send sparks into her marrow. In fact, she fears an uncertain house and a double tonguetian. Juno's anger haunts her, and at night her care comes back. Therefore, she likes to say these words: [664] Son, my strength, my powerful strength – O Son, a son who laughs at the typiodadat of a
powerful father alone, I flee and easily sue your godhead. It is known how brother Eneas is cast over the sea for all shores by bitter Juno hatred, often saddened by our grief. Phoenician Dido now hugs him and grabs him with soft words, fearing what the consequences of Juno's hospitality will be. At a turning point in her luck, she won't be idle. In other words,
I surround the Queen with a spark of kanny and love, so no force can change her, but by my side she can be held fast in a strong love for Aneas. I think now how to do this. In his beloved father's bid, the most caring prince prepares to head to the city of Sydonia with a gift that survived the flames of the sea and Troy. He will let me sleep, or hide in my sacred
holy place at the height of this month, so that he may never come between to learn my high earth or to thwart them. But for one night, fake by crafting his form, and don the familiar face of a boy, a boy, in the fullness of her joy, amid royal festivities and flowing wine, Tito takes you to her chest, embraces you and kisses you, you can breathe into her hidden fire
and beguile her with your venom. Love obeys the words of his beloved mother, lays on his wings, and walks gladly on yulus's steps. But Venus gently sprays Ascanius's limbs to gently eyeball him, caresses him from her chest, and lifts him with divine power into the high forest of Aylia, where soft marjoram envelops the breath of flowers and sweet shade.
[695] And now, obedient to her words and delighted in Achates as a guide, Cupid stepped forward with a royal gift for the Thais. As he entered, the Queen stood on a golden sofa, already hanging from the royal family, and took her place in the midst of it. Now father Eneas, now a Trojan horse youth gathered, guests leaning on purple coverlets. The lowers
pour water into their hands, bread from baskets, and bring soft thorn napkins. There are 50 serving maids in it, who are tasked with preparing long feasts in order and lighting the fire. There are over 100 more pages, many pages of the same age, loading boards with byeland and setting up cups. Thais are also gathered throughout the festival hall. Summoned
leaning against an embroidered sofa, they marveled at the gift of Aneas, admired Iulus, in divine glowing looks and well in fake words, in gowns and veils, in saffron embroidery Above all, the Phoenician, destroyed by doom by impending destruction, can't satisfy her soul, but she is excited, stared at and lit by both the boy and the gift. He goes to the Queen
when he satisfied his father's deep love, which was mistaken for hanging from Aneas's neck. With her eyes, with all her heart she clings to him and repeatedly likes him on her knees, not knowing, poor Dido, how great God settles in her grief. But with his shant mother in mind, he began to reveal Shichaus little by little, and he collapses the essay with a living
passion that amazes her heart, who is long unfamiliar with sleeping souls and love. [723] When the first feast was lulled and the board was cleared, they put down a great bowl and crowned the wine. The dining-room at the palace rolled through a wide corridor; Lit lamps hang from the uptly roofs of gold, and burning torches are extinguished overnight. Then
the Queen picked up the jewels, demanded a heavy cup of gold, and filled them with wine that all lines of velus and velus would not use. Then fell silent through the hall: Jupiter – they say you appointed a law for hosts and guests – granted that this would be a day of joy for sailing from Tyria and Troy, and our children can remember it! The Lord of Joy may
make Bachus, up close, and abundant Juno; Tyrian, please grace the meeting with a friendly spirit! She said, served a libation of wine on the blackboard, and touched the glass with her lips for the first time after libation. He then gave it to Vitias with a challenge. He actively drained the foam cups and drank deeply from the brimming metal. Then other lords
drank. Once taught by the powerful Atlas, the long-haired Iofa makes holing with golden powder. He sings the toss of the wandering moon and sun. when the man and the beast popped out, when the rain and fire; Arcturus, rainy Hiades and twin bears; Why the cold sun dips itself into the sea, such a hurry, or delay to keep the night slowly passing. Tyrian's cry
clapped, followed by the Trojans. The unhappy Dido extended the night with various stories, drank a deep draft of love, and asked Hector a lot of Priam's. Now the son of dawn came armor; Now diomedes's amazing steed; Now achilles greatness. Yes, more, she cries, from us, my guests, the treachery of Greece, the sad fate of your people, and the first of
your own wandering; Already the seventh summer bears the Drifter through all land and © sea.
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